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How price transparency in spine and big tech will
affect healthcare: 4 Qs with Dr. Isador Lieberman
Written by Laura Dyrda | January 27, 2019 | Print  | Email

Isador Lieberman, MD, is president of Plano-based Texas Back Institute. He has a special interest in
minimally invasive, robotic and endoscopic spine surgery, and has built a career on innovation in patient
care.

Dr. Lieberman is also the founder of the Uganda Charitable Spine Surgery Mission. Here, he discusses
where he sees the spine field headed and the biggest factors creating change for healthcare providers.

Question: Do you think the future is bright or dark for spine surgery?

Dr. Isador Lieberman: Very bright for clinical care of the spine patient. We are in a very privileged
position at this time. There is so much technology within our reach that can help our patients; we just need
to figure out how to make it work best for them.

Q: What are the biggest factors driving decision-making about your practice?

IL: Cost of care and contracting because more and more the insurers are denying appropriate
interventions in an effort to discourage those who try to 'game the system'; this only serves to further
escalate the efforts of those who do take advantage, and also denies the care to legitimate patients
served by ethical practitioners.

Q: What do you think about tech companies such as Apple, Microsoft and Amazon moving into the
healthcare space? Is this a positive or negative trend for spine and healthcare overall?

IL: I am concerned about the large tech companies moving into healthcare by virtue of their economic
prowess and the fact they are not healthcare providers, yet I welcome their involvement as the current
system is unsustainable and needs a complete restructuring.

Q: How do you feel about the move toward increased price transparency? Will this have an impact
on spine?

IL: Price transparency is the basis of competition and competition is good. Yes, it will have an impact; my
concern is that the least expensive provider may not be the best provider. I recount the famous John
Glenn quote: "as I hurtled through space, one thought kept crossing my mind — every part of this rocket
was supplied by the lowest bidder." Price transparency must be accompanied by an assessment of quality
and value.

To participate in future Becker's Q&As, contact Laura Dyrda at ldyrda@beckershealthcare.com. 
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For a deeper dive into the future of spine, attend the Becker's 17th Annual Future of Spine + Spine,
Orthopedic & Pain Management-Driven ASC in Chicago, June 13-5, 2019. Click here to learn more and
register.

More articles on spine surgery:
Neurosurgeon creates spine surgical navigation app: 3 things to know
Spine surgery robots market to reach $320M by 2026—Who holds 80% of the market?
Task force questions effectiveness of 2 spinal fusion procedures
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Most Read - Spine
1. Neurosurgeon-generated revenue for hospitals jumps 40.5% in 3 years to $3.4M
2. How well is Walmart's spine center of excellence program working? 5 takeaways
3. Humana launches bundled payment for spinal fusions at 4 practices, expands joint replacement
program — 6 insights
4. Dr. Todd Albert to complete surgeon-in-chief term in June, maintain spine practice at Hospital for
Special Surgery
5. Penn Medicine opens $10M spine center with Dr. William Welch as medical director – 4 things to know

Top 40 Articles from the Past 6 Months
1. Former NFL player sues orthopedic surgeon for $180M in lost wages after career-ending injury
2. Missouri neurosurgeon, fiancee fined $5.49M in kickback case involving spinal implant distributor: 5
things to know
3. Walmart to implement mandatory travel policy for employees' spine surgeries
4. Stryker recalls spine device: 5 things to know
5. Colorado hospital lays-off orthopedic surgeon amid 'financial recovery': 5 things to know
6. Neurosurgeon quits before 1st day at Arkansas hospital, ordered to pay $12.8K in payroll taxes,
recruitment fees
7. California neurosurgeon indicted on fraud & drug charges, may face 45 years in prison
8. Jury awards Indiana spine surgeon $112M in royalty battle with Medtronic: 5 details
9. Convicted of maiming, killing 30+ patients, Dr. Christopher Duntsch loses appeal — 5 insights
10. Orthopedic surgeon base salary hits $553K in 2018, total compensation up 3.2%: 5 things to know
11. Stryker makes another acquisition for $220M: 5 things to know
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12. Dr. Richard Rothman, respected orthopedic surgeon and business leader, passes away
13. Top 10 orthopedic companies by market share — And where they'll be in 2024
14. With 1 tweet, this neurosurgeon became internet famous
15. Stryker has made 5 acquisitions for $2.4B+ in 2018 so far — Here is the timeline
16. Former orthopedic surgeon allegedly fraudulently reviewed 2.5K records in medical, workers
compensation claims
17. Orthopedic surgeons more likely than neurosurgeons to encounter complication during spinal fusion
procedure, study finds
18. Laser Spine Institute in Oklahoma City to shut its doors
19. The next gold standard in spine or the biggest fad of 2018? 4 spine surgeons discuss new key
technologies
20. Neurosurgeon-generated revenue for hospitals jumps 40.5% in 3 years to $3.4M
21. 5 things to know about orthopedic surgeon pay heading into 2019
22. K2M shareholders file to block $1.4B Stryker merger: 5 things to know
23. Apple hired dozens of physicians, including orthopedic surgeon Dr. Sharat Kusuma
24. SEC alleges former CEO of Florida-based company operating orthopedic, spine medical centers part
of $3M fraud scheme: 5 things to know
25. Judge rules in favor of orthopedic surgeon in $209K Aetna reimbursement case: 5 things to know
26. Orthopedic surgeon pays $84,666 to settle kickback allegations over pain cream medical directorship
arrangement: 4 things to know
27. Florida-based orthopedic surgeon, rehabilitation center pay $1.5M to settle False Claims Act
violations: 4 key notes
28. The most exciting technology in orthopedics from 10 surgeons
29. Court orders Cincinnati Children's Hospital to pay $2M in Dr. Atiq Durrani medical malpractice lawsuit
30. DePuy Synthes to outsource production, closes manufacturing plant: 5 things to know
31. Zimmer Biomet & Stryker battle over $248M patent infringement lawsuit: 5 things to know
32. Zimmer Biomet recalls spinal fusion products: 5 things to know
33. Rothman Orthopaedic Institute adds 14 physicians in new partnership: 5 things to know
34. Where spine reimbursement is headed – Key thoughts from 4 spine surgeons
35. Medtronic executive to become NuVasive CEO: 5 things to know
36. For-profit health system, CEO to pay $12.5M to settle alleged False Claims Act violations for
unbundling orthopedic surgeries — 5 things to know
37. How well is Walmart's spine center of excellence program working? 5 takeaways
38. Humana launches bundled payment for spinal fusions at 4 practices, expands joint replacement
program — 6 insights
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